BIRDING ABROAD
SOUTHERN SPAIN – IBERIAN LYNX TOUR – 1 to 6 February 2017
Our objective for this short tour to Andalucia was to see the very rare and endangered
Iberian Lynx or Lynx pardinus to give its full Latin name. Once a widespread animal
throughout the Iberian peninsula, its range has contracted considerably over the last century
and there are thought to be only some 300 individuals remaining, most living in the Sierra
Morena, with a smaller population in the flatlands of the Coto Donana wilderness. For
mammal watchers a visit to this area is therefore a must but we knew we would be privileged
indeed to get a sighting of this rare and secretive cat. The area also hosts many other
mammals and of course some typically excellent Spanish birding. This trip was organised
and led by Nick Whitehouse of Birding Abroad with Chris Chapleo assisting, the other group
members, all from Dorset and Hampshire, being John Fletcher, Dolores Lamb, Bernadette
Richmond-Piot, William Richmond, Jenny Wells and Neil Wells. The group assembled at
Southampton airport on the morning of Wednesday 1 February and were soon on board
the 08:50 FlyBe flight to Malaga.
We arrived at Malaga at 12:30 and after collecting our two comfortable hire vehicles, we
were soon heading off northwards on the main A45 motorway into the lovely Andalucian
countryside. A couple of Hoopoes flying over the road, a group of Spotless Starlings on
electricity pylons and two Griffon Vultures soaring overhead provided the first indication that
we were in southern Spain. After a service station lunch break, our first real birding was at
Laguna de Zonar, still fondly remembered as a prime site to see White-headed Duck back in
the early 1970s when the species was almost extinct in Europe. Rather unusually, on the
occasion of our visit, only one individual of this still rare duck was noted on the lake, where it
was accompanied by small rafts of Common Pochard, Tufted Duck, Great Crested and Little
Grebes. The muddy edges yielded a Black-winged Stilt, a handful of Cattle Egrets, a Little
Egret and a skulking Purple Swamp-hen. Viewing from the watch-point over the lake, a nice
mix of raptors put on a show, with single figure counts of Marsh Harrier, Red Kite and
Common Buzzard, but most numerous was a rather fleeting ‘kettle’ of 20 Black Kites which
quickly disappeared northwards and away into the clouds. Hawking over the water were 12
Crag Martins, two Barn Swallows and a House Martin, the latter two species presumably
wintering birds or extremely early migrants. The olives held many Goldfinches and a few
Serins, with Blackcaps calling all around us and a fine male Black Redstart greeting us in the
parking area. The session had provided a nice introduction to the birds of the Spanish
winter. We set off again, driving to the Sierra de Andujar, noting six nesting White Storks enroute, before checking in to the delightful Villa Matilda at dusk, where we were warmly
welcomed by our hosts, later enjoying a nice homemade evening meal with an
accompanying glass of wine.
We were up for breakfast at 7:30 am on Thursday 2 February, noting a Tawny owl calling in
the garden, before taking the minor road further into the hills to the area known as La
Lancha, a favoured area of the Iberian Lynx. The previous day’s pleasant mild and dry
weather had changed for the worst however, and we were greeted with leaden skies and
persistent rain with a cool breeze. Our spirits were undaunted though and we set off along
the 14 kilometre route, pausing to watch many close Red Deer which were in high densities
in this area.

Red Deer

Terrific views were enjoyed of an Iberian Green Woodpecker on a trackside telegraph pole,
the first of several seen during our stay. Reaching the area with the best vista, we spread
ourselves strategically along the track overlooking the wide areas of prime lynx habitat.

Patience was the order of the day, and we kept scanning and scanning, watching for some
movement between the bushes or amongst the hillside rocks. Red-legged Partridges were
fairly common, though rabbits, the main prey of the Iberian Lynx appeared very thin on the
ground. All the group were on the lookout for signs of sudden nervousness, especially
amongst the deer - clues we hoped that would lead to a potential sighting of a stalking lynx.
Two Mouflon showed on a distant hillside.
We were not alone in our search and several small groups of Spanish observers and
photographers were watching intently, but it seemed sightings of the lynx had been in short
supply during the last few days. The birdlife was not without interest of course and as the
morning progressed several raptors began to appear. The days tally included 50 Griffon
Vultures, six Black Vultures and six Spanish Imperial Eagles including a lone second
calendar year bird. A juvenile Golden Eagle soared over to provide excellent comparisons of
the eagle species. Rosemary was one of a few herbs in bloom on the hillsides and this
attracted a few bees from the hives set amongst the trees, showing how early in the year
nature gets going in southern Spain. Both Sardinian and Dartford Warblers were noted in the
hillside scrub.

Iberian Azure-winged Magpie, a common bird in the area

With the inclement weather continuing, we returned to the villa, noting large groups of
Iberian Azure-winged Magpies and three Woodlarks en-route. Here we ate our packed
lunches and relaxed over a well earned coffee. The afternoon session took us in the
opposite direction, to the Enchinarejo Trail in fact, which is at a slightly lower altitude than La
Lancha and is a very picturesque area. Our hopes of escaping the rain were dashed though,
but again we persevered, determined not to let the weather beat us. Amongst the more
common tit species were a group of Long-tailed Tits, which interestingly in southern Iberia
show much darker heads and a somewhat shorter tail than those in Britain. Chiffchaffs were
abundant, searching for insects in the bushes along the river and Kingfisher and Grey
Wagtail were observed. Information from other ‘cat watchers’ suggested an Iberian Lynx with
two kittens was frequenting this area as well as a lone animal which had been photographed
near the dam the previous day. We stayed until dusk, with at least two Little Owls heard
calling, but despite our best efforts, the rare cat had evaded us for today. Some
compensation came in the form of an Otter which showed briefly as we looked down from

the bridge near the dam. A small roost of Rock Sparrows was clearly close by as seven birds
dropped onto wires giving nice views. We returned to our lodgings for a well earned evening
meal and a few drinks. May be tomorrow we would get lucky?
We were up again for a 7:30 am breakfast on Friday 3 February and with the weather
proving unchanged, we decided to repeat our strategy of the day before, sticking stoically to
the task. A Green Sandpiper fed in a rain-swelled stream and once again great views were
had of Spanish Imperial Eagles, Black and Griffon Vultures at La Lancha. We again decided
to recharge our batteries back at our accommodation for lunch and coffee, noting a flock of
80 Serins, more Black Redstarts and Stonechats at the trackside. The afternoon saw us
taking the track back towards La Lancha for what was almost certainly our final attempt at
getting a glimpse of the lynx. We drove slowly, checking as we went along, noting a group of
15 Roe Deer, which darted across the road in front of us, here vastly outnumbered by the
many Red Deer. The vehicles were brought to a sudden halt when a cry went up from
Bernadette, “I can see a lynx, it’s definitely a lynx, just close through the trees” (or words to
that effect!). We waited for a few moments before cautiously alighting from our vehicles to
peer intently through the trackside trees into the dehesa. There, walking very nonchalantly
and only a few metres from the track was an Iberian Lynx. Excitedly we watched as Chris’s
camera went into action and the stunning cat strolled out into the open between the trees. To
our surprise the animal duly sat down for a couple of minutes to preen before resuming its
steady walk away from us, having given quite memorable views. Our patience had paid off
but we realised that we had been tremendously lucky as other watchers further along at La
Lancha had still not had any sighting at all.

Chris’s photo of the ‘cat’

The excitement helped to re-energise us and we set off for the Jandula Dam where we
parked the vehicles and went for a walk. High on the crags over the river valley we managed
to pick out six Spanish Ibex, with yet more overhead views of Spanish Imperial Eagles. The

rocks at the side of the reservoir produced a nice male Blue Rock Thrush, as six Red-billed
Choughs flew in giving their distinctive calls. A walk into the dark tunnel system used in the
construction of the large reservoir provided some close looks at a couple of Schreiber’s Bats.
We set off back to our accommodation, well pleased with the results of our endeavours, our
primary objective having been achieved and deservedly so, after much patient watching in
quite challenging conditions. A nice meal accompanied by a couple of glasses of wine
worked nicely whilst we learned more from our hosts about the efforts to save the
endangered Iberian Lynx from extinction.

Villa Matilda in the sunshine!

On the morning of Saturday 4 February, we said farewell to our friendly hosts at Villa
Matilda and made our way to the Enchinarejo Trail for a second visit to this very lovely spot.
The drizzle didn’t relent, though again we kept trying and had nice views of three Short-toed
Treecreepers, whilst a single Firecrest was noted. After a fine restaurant lunch at Los Pinos,
we drove some 150 kilometres south west to the little town of Osuna. En-route we noted a
hovering Black-winged Kite, two Black Kites and several White Storks. The weather was
changing too with the showers at last ceasing as the skies became much brighter. The area
around Osuna has several seasonal lakes, and a stop at one such location produced 270
Greater Flamingos, 39 Stone Curlews and 15 Kentish Plovers whilst small groups of
sparrows in the tamarisk bushes mostly proved to be Spanish Sparrow. We checked in to
our hotel, the Hospederia Del Monasterio, set amongst some very traditional Spanish
architecture where we enjoyed a nice evening meal.
Sunday 5 February saw us up for a breakfast at 8.00 am as no early start was required
today. Our aim was to explore the various tracks that traverse the low lying agricultural fields
in the hope of finding some of Spain’s very specialised and scarce ‘steppe’ species. The
much improved weather was a relief and scanning from a raised vantage point we managed
to see several large flocks of larks, which comprised both Skylark and their larger cousins

Calandra Larks, allowing the flight action and profiles to be compared. Corn Buntings,
Crested Larks and Spanish Sparrows proved common as were Spotless Starlings, though
we did also see several European Starlings, here wintering from further north. Lovely views
were had of six Iberian Grey Shrikes, a good total for a species which is becoming scarcer in
Spain.

Iberian Grey Shrike

Our main target though was of course the bustard species, and we soon enjoyed
spectacular views of Great Bustards standing resplendent in the open, 59 in total and all
considered to be males. However, despite searching all day in ideal habitat we could not
locate any Little Bustards or Black-bellied Sandgrouse, the other key scarce specialities of
this region. Lapwings, Golden Plovers and yet more flocks of larks and Corn Buntings
attracted the attention of a few Black Kites and over 20 Red Kites, with a dozen each of
Marsh Harrier and Common Buzzard all adding to the interest. Of note too were the large
numbers of White Wagtails and over 40 and 20 of Barn Swallow and House Martin
respectively. Two Zitting Cisticola were additions to the list. Mammal watchers were not
disappointed with several Iberian Hares being seen, showing their distinguishing features of
the whiter underside covering the top side of the front legs. A brief visit to lagoon near the
village of La Lantejuela, provided much better views of two White-headed Ducks.
We returned to our hotel, again having worked hard for our birds and over our last evening
meal of the tour, reflected on what had been a very successful trip. Not all visiting groups
had been fortunate to see Iberian Lynx recently, and with the added bonus of some excellent
birding, this short five night tour had produced the goods and provided an excellent midwinter break. The weather could have been kinder of course, but our sheer determination
had prevailed.
Monday 6 February our final day, was really about ensuring we reached Malaga airport in
time for the flight back to the UK. Only roadside birding from the vehicles was undertaken,
with most interest centred on the Andalucian countryside and its many towns and villages
through which the motorway passes as it winds towards the Mediterranean coast at Malaga.

Arriving in Malaga mid-morning, we said our farewells to some of the group who were
staying in the area for a cultural tour of the amazing and famous cities in this region of Spain.
The 13:10 flight back to Southampton was on time, arriving at 14:50.

Many thanks to go to the group for their good company, friendly camaraderie and
perseverance to ensure a successful outcome and making it such an enjoyable trip. Special
thanks Chris Chapleo who stepped in at the last minute to support Nick in the running of the
trip and for his photo of the Iberian Lynx.
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